Winchester City Councillors report July 2019
On street Parking. I am receiving many questions regarding on street parking and
what we can do. The mini survey I used when this was first mooted showed that
residents shared my concerns about the effect on every day shops. We have to
accept that in the face of caps on Council Tax increases, inflation, a decline in
central Government funding and increasing needs, Hampshire County Council needs
to seek income from every asset they have. Highways are one of those assets, and
an asset that is quite pricey to maintain. All District Council in Hampshire have
been asked if they wish to take on the management of on street parking from early 2020 on the
understanding that profits are to be made and shared with the County Council. We are intending that
Winchester Council will do so, firstly because residents and visitors are the users of on street parking, and
those of us that have experienced private parking companies would not want to inflict that an anybody;
secondly because we have a better understanding of the very local difficulties for both residents and
employers around parking, and the impact that can have on lives and incomes; thirdly, we have
experienced enforcement teams that have to be in town anyway to manage off street parking, it makes
sense to optimise their time by managing both on and off street marking. Due to the uncertainty regarding
parking enforcement we have not been recruiting to this team recently and have suffered had a shortage
of staff, as soon as the 2020 arrangements are in place Enforcement will be recruiting and we should see
improvements in Enforcement.
As an aside, the lease on the Alresford Station Car Park expires at the tend of 2019, negotiations are in
hand to extend that lease.
We need agree the long-promised Parking strategy for Alresford that takes us forward for 20 years and
will expect all needs to be represented. I see no prospect of public transport returning to the heydays of
the 1950’s so we find that working adults have immense difficulties without a car, let us accept that and
move on, if proven wrong I shall be delighted. There are many issues to be resolved, and opportunities.
We would like short term free parking outside shops to be maintained with 100% enforcement to ensure
turnover of spaces. In practice this will need both funding and possibly some investment in machinery.
Historically there have been two significant objections to this – more, and ugly street furniture, and ‘as
soon as shoppers see a machine, they will drive on through to Sainsbury’s or Tesco’s’. On the first point,
we have timed ticket machines in Winchester, although not quite Heritage, they are sympathetic; on the
second, I’d love to see a better way of making Enforcement more efficient and cost effective, and the
Parking team at Winchester are up to date on the technology available.
The requests for Resident parking permits have been continual ever since Enforcement became active. We
see that blanket resident parking zones just move the problem further from the town centre. That would
help nobody. As part of the strategy we will have to consider if small areas restricted to one car per
household, and only for those with no prospect of providing one off street parking space could be set aside
for resident parking.
This is an opportunity to allow more of us to run electric cars. Charging leads crossing pavements are not
an acceptable method but if we can manage to turnover spaces for charging from the street light network
it becomes possible for those with no off-street parking.
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Alresford Parking is not just an Alresford problem. The residents and businesses from villages all use
Alresford as well, and are essential to the economic viability of the Town Centre. When we do start work
on this please would all parishes engage with the process, and encourage residents to do so as well.
This is not ‘another tax on motorists’. Hampshire need to make some money to pay for essential
services, not only road maintenance but care of the vulnerable. The increases in Council tax have been
below inflation for many years while costs and needs have increased, it all has to be paid for somehow.
My priorities would be different from Hampshire’s, but we have to what we can with where we are.
Junction 9 on M3 The feedback I am getting agrees that the new proposals are an enormous improvement
in terms of road safety, air quality, and noise pollution but there are still concerns about the safety of those
travelling from Winnall to the Itchen Valley. I spoke to the team on Saturday 3rd and the majority of
objections have been on that matter. They have a variety of solutions they are considering including
extending the crossover length to closer to 1 km, and reducing the speed limit to 50 mph with average
speed cameras. Some ANPR around there may help with the rural crime as well.
However, there have been very few comments about the cycle path that stops. If we are to lever funding from
other sources to provide a cycle network, we need cyclists to say if they need it

Green Waste Bags v. Green Waste bins. Following the windy weather several green bags have gone
missing, and they can be a danger to traffic. I’ve
been asked why we can’t have bins instead. The
trouble is that with the bags the lorries carry slave
bins to empty the sacks into, so we would have to
be all bins across Winchester. Given the size of
modern gardens that would create a storage issue.,
and those areas that do use bins seem to have a
chargeable green waste service. However,
residents without gardens are subsidising those
with gardens.
Hydration and Water Bottle refill. The water
fountain has been installed in Abbey gardens in
Winchester would we like something a little more modest?
Planned Roadworks are still coming as a surprise to some of us. Would parishes please consider adding a
link https://roadworks.org/ to their websites?
Next Councillor Surgery – Friday 6th September, 0930-1045, Alresford Community Centre, by kind
permission of the trustees.
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